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INTRODUCTION 
Various theories have been put forward about the mech-
anism of compa.cting and sintering processes. None of these 
theories are confirmed. The reason is that most of these 
theories are based on observations on metallographic speci-
mens, which is not a particularly good tool for such a study. 
Little data using xray diffraction analysis is available and 
there seems to be a great need of making a thorough investi-
gation in this direction. 
The main object of this investigation is to study xray 
diffraction patterns of green compacts of aluminum, nickel 
and copper powders pressed under different compacting pressures 
to see if any texture is observed, and also to compare their 
properties, such as deformation by cold working, density, 
etc. 
The close similarity between recrystallization processes 
in reguline metals and during sintering. has been observed. 
I~iuch work has been done to study the mechanism o£ recrystalli-
zation and grain growth t3king place in deformed metals (reg-
uline) during annealing. Little work has been done to study 
the mechanism of recrystallization and grain growth processes 
taking place during the sintering of the powder metal compacts. 
It is not known whether the processes of recrystalliza-
tion and grain growth during sintering obey the fundamental 
laws of recrystallization, or whether the behavior of green 
compacts during sintering is di£ferent from reguline metals. 
Whether the work hardening is an essential requirement ·for the 
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processes to take place, or whether it can take place ·vvi t.hout 
its existence, is still unanswered. How the cold working 
will e.ffect the processes during sintering is still to be 
investigated. In this investigation, xray diffraction o~ the 
sintered compactE has · been used to study the recrystalli-
zation and grain growth processes during sintering. Attempts 
have been made to go to as low pressures as possible to see 
whether the processes can take place during sintering. Xray 
di.ffraction patterns of" sintered compacts compacted at higher 
compacting pressures, ·where there is strong work hardening, 
have also been made to study the e.f.fect on the rate of the 
process. 
It is hoped that the present investigation will be use-
f"ul, since it may help to understand the mechanis:m of the · 
processes and to develop a theory to explain the effects that 
are seen during commercial compacting and sintering. 
H.EVIE"iulJ OF LITERATURE 
PRINCIPLES OF RECRYS'rALi..IZATION ~u~D GRAIN GRO·v·rrH 
( R·--.au··· r·,T~ ·· ... ,,.., "L·-~) :!. T L l\1..!;!, ~Vl.i::!/1'_~ ·:::> 
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A work hardened metal can be so£tened by heating. Four 
overlapping processesl can be distinguished, namely (a) recov-
ery, (b) nucleation, (c) nucleus growth, and (d) grain growth. 
The term "recovery" is frequently used in a specific sense to 
refer only to the portion of the pro-cess which preceeds the 
£ormation of recrystallization nuclei. During this stage, all 
the properties of metal before cold working (hardness, duc-
tility, strength, and electrical conductivity) are recovered. 
Heating of the metal,de.form.ed more than a de.finite amount, 
at a suitable time and temperature will cause nucleation of 
new grains after an incubation period, during which no struc-
tural changes are detected. The tiny new grains or nuclei 
grow _until they impinge upon each other and finally entirely 
consum.e the de£ormed grains. If heating is continued, 
£urther grain growth takes place. The grain growth can be 
classified into three types: 
1. Continuous grain growth: grains present remain of 
uniform size with increase in time and temperature. 
2. Discontinuous grain growth: the formation of mixed 
or duplex grain size in short annealing time or at 
low temperature. 
3. Exaggerated grain growth: excessive grain growth in 
grains having dimensions up to several ems. 
The term recrystallization, according to Mehll, is used 
to refer collectively to the processes of nucleation and 
nucleus growth. 
lAll references are in bibliography. 
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'rhe term "Grain Growth" is synonymous with collective 
"recrystallization" or "grain co_qrseningn or "coalescence". 
Recrystallization 
Rate.: According to Tammann 2 the factors controlling the 
grain size of cast metals are (a) Rate of formation of crystal 
nuclei (N); (b) Rate of radial nucleus growth (G). Burke 
applies the same suggestion of Tammann for cast metal to the 
rate of recrystallization and grain growth processes taking 
place in deformed metals duri~g annealing. According to him 
the recrystallized grain size will vary with the ratio N/G. 
Over all rate of recrystallization is increased by the increase 
o:f either. 
According to Johnson and Mehl3, in the case where both 
N and G are independent of time and nucleation is random, the 
fraction o:f specimen transformed as a function of time 
:f(t) : 1 - e-n/J NG3 t4 
The time t, required for a given amount of reaction at abso-
lute temper~ture T, is related to time t 2 £or a similar amount 
of reaction at absolute temperature T2 according to the equa-
.· ( l l ) 
tion log t1/t 2 = H/R ). - - ) tl t2 
H = activation energy 
R = gas constant. 
Effect 2£ variables: 1. Effect of Deformation: Deforma-
tion or the residual strain energy in the lat:&ice supplies the 
driving force for nucleation and grain growth. Strain energy 
is also responsible for nucleation since nuclei of new grains 
never appear in unstrained metals unless a phase change occurs. 
A minimum deformation a,ppears to be necessA-ry to produce 
recrystallization at all, probably because of difficulty of 
nucleation. A critical deformation will exist below which 
the rate becomes vanishingly small~. 
According to Mehl 4 and Anderson, critical strain is a 
function of annealing time. 
According to Collins and Mathewson4, the recrystalliza-
tion nuclei ~re proportional to the amount of shear. 
According to Kaiser and Taylors, the final grain size is 
independent of the method used. 
According to Van-Arkel and his coworkers5,7, the amount 
of work hardening in the specimen controls the ability to 
recrystallize. 
Several workersS,9,lO)have shown that the ability to 
recrystallize is reduced by reversed deformation. 
According to Burgersll the recrystallization nuclei are 
formed at local curv~tures of the slip lamelli. The ability 
o.f these "strain .free .fragments" to grow is determined by the 
strength o.f the local curvature. 
The rate of recrystallization increases with increasing 
deformation. The temperature at which recrystallization will 
be observed in a given annealing time (recrystallization tem-
perature) will be decreasedo 
Grain size 
An increase1 in N on a decrease in G can account for a 
decrease in recrystallized grain size, but since both these 
factors increase with increased de£ormation, the general de-
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crease in recrystallized grain size, always observed must be 
associated with a very pronounced increase in N, particularly 
·in the early stages of recrystallization. 
Data of several workersl2,13 indicate that recrystallized 
grain size is inQependent of annealing temperature and is con-
trolled by initial deformation. 
Decrease in grain size with increasing1 4,l5 recrystalliza-
tion temperature has been seen by workers. 
If the heat of activation energy for nuclation is greater 
than that for growth, N and G will increase with increasing 
temperature, and the resulting grain size is smaller at higher 
rec~stallization temperatures. The converse is also true. 
Under many conditions the ratio N/G may be independent 
of temperature but in view of the results of Anderson and 
Mehl it appears to be accidental and not a fundamental law of 
recrystallization. 
Influence ~ heat~ng rate: According to Eastwood, James 
and Bell16, slower heating rate results in a coarser recrystal-
lized grain size. 
Temperature of deformation: Recrystallized grain size 
appears to be independent of the temperature of deformation 
within limitsl5. 
Varation 2£ N ~ G with time: 
1. G, the rate of growth of recrystallized nucleus is inde-
pendent of time. 
2. According to J. K. Stanley, R. F. Mehl, and M. 0. Kornfield{I.) 
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N increases with time. 
). According to Mehl, there is an exponential increase in 
the N with time. N might reach a maximum and then fur-
ther decrease with further annealing. 
In£luence of grain size: Anderson and Mehl4 show that 
the rate of nucleus growth increases with decreasing grain 
size o£ the de£ormed metal. 
Theoretical considerations: Two theories have been put 
forward. 
1. High energy point Hypothesis: The nuclei form at inter-
secting slip lines, grain boundaries and twin boundaries 
where there is good reason to suspect high stress levels. 
The rate of nucleation increases with increased deforma-
tion and the number of highly stressed points in the lattice 
must increase similarly. 
2. Low energ;v: ;POint Hypothesis: "Strain free fragments" are 
broken from the lattice during the process of deformation 
and that during annealing these grow at the expense of the 
surrounding. 
The fact in favor of this theory is that the pre£erred 
orientation of t~e recrystallized grain is similar to deforma-
tion texture of deformed metal. In a recent modification of 
the fragmentation theory, Burgersl8 considers the whole process 
of recovery and nucle ·-=-~ ~::.ion in terms of solution and neutrali-
sation of dislocations. The cold v;orked lattice is considered 
to be made up of a block structure with pairs of dislocations 
of opposite sign which can neutralize each other by migrating 
together inside the blocks and the blocks sepa.rated by tran-
sition layers of dislocations of the same sign. 
During recovery the dislocation pairs in the blocks migr-
ate together and neutralize each other resulting in a redistri-
bution of stresses which may cause the migration og transition 
layers between blocks. The nuclei are thus laltice blocks for-
med during deformation. The incubation period is the time 
necessary £or sufficient stress redistribution to occur dur-
ing recovery to force the transition layers between the bound-
aries to migrate. 
Grain Growth After Recrystallization 
The following points should be noted in connection with 
grain growth19 
l. In any given metal the grain size after complete recrystal-
lization is normally smaller, the lower the recrystallization 
temperature. 
2. Above the recrystallization temperature, grain size is 
normally greater, the higher the temperature and longer the 
exposure. 
3. The higher the temperature the more rapid the grain growth. 
4. The non uniformities giving rise to germination are grain 
size contrast, strain gradients, temperature gradients, con-
centration gradients and obstruction gradients. 
5. The presence o£ foreign matter or second phases introduces 
mec-hanical obstruction to grain growth. 
\ . 
6. The more rapid th~ heating through the germinative temper-
ature range, at least W1thin limits, the smaller will be the 
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grain size. 
Carp enter and Elam20 studied the grain growth phenomena 
and concluded that: 
1. Growth may take place either of a large crystal into a 
smaller one or of a small into a larger one ie.the crystal 
growth is not dependent upon the relative size of the 
crystalo 
2. The relative orientation o£ the crystal which is being 
adsorbed and that which is growing does not appear to be 
related. 
3. A crystal, which is itself being inv.g_d13d by one crystal, 
.. may grow at the same ~ime at the expense o£ another crystal. 
4. The rate of growth is not constant for any given time and 
at any particular temperature. 
5. The change o£ orientation is accompanied by a di£ference 
of level of the surface. 
Theories o£ grain growth: According to Ewing and Rosen-
hain20, the grain growth is due to ns:>lution and di££usion" 
o£ the pure metal constituting the crystals into the £usible 
and mobile eU·tectic, .forming the intercrystalline cemente 
The di.f£usion results in the growth o£ one crystal at the •:.!X-
pense o£ another, owing to difference in solubility of the 
crystal faces on the either side of' the au -~ectic film. It 
s .eems probable that the phenomenal of directed di.ffusion is 
really a form of electro)J"\i-i~.; . .:. 
Rosenhain21 explained that the molecules in the inter-
crystalline layer are continuously · trying to adopt a crystal-
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line arrangement in con£ormity with that of one or the other of 
the adjacent crystals. The e£fect o£ heat would be to cause 
an increased vibration in the crystal as well as in the amor-
phous cement and would cause a molecule from the crystal to 
join an amorphous layer without any nucleation being required. 
Je£fries 2? considered that when the temperatu re is such 
that crystal growth occurs, "an atom o£ amorphous mat·~rial" 
will be forced into regular arrangement owing to its greater 
vibrational energy. 
As in cast metals, the growth can not take place with out 
any previous work hardening. Chappell23 gave two possible 
explanations o£ the rule o£ plastic deformation in promoting 
the union of £errite grains. 
(1) Plastic deformation may be considered to act by in-
creasing the potential energy o£ the crystals and thus enabling 
them to bring about the violation o£ their axes parallel to 
each ·other with greater ease and rapidity on rise of temper-
a ture. 
(2) The union of £errite crystals may be considered to 
be analogous to the welding together of two pieces of iron in 
which work is necessary to break up any separating layer of 
oxide or flux and thus establishing molecular contact between 
metallic sur£aces. 
Grain growth in the solid state takes place by gradual 
adsorption of some of the grains by others. Howe24 describes 
that grain growth takes place by suddenly complete coalesence 
11 
between two crystals. 
But according to Rosenhain and Carpenter and Elam's re-
sults20, the growth takes :rlace always by "boundny migration't 
and not by suddenly complete "coalescence" between two crystals. 
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PREVIOUS i;J-OHK IN iv'.i.ETAL PO'vvDEii. CQlvlPAC'rS 
A close relationship between recrystallisation processes 
in reguline metals and sintering have been seen. Sauerwald25 
in 1922 in his first publication recorded the temperature of 
beginning o£ grain groi;vth as observed on metallographic study. 
He showed that: 
I 
1. The temperature of beginning of grain growth taking place 
during sintering is independent of compacting pressure, 
and is characteristic for a particular metal. 
2. From the constancy ofthe observed grain growth temperature 
for different compacting pressures he conluded that no 
deformation takes place during compaction. 
3. In his later papers, from his metallographic pictures, 
some existence of work hardening produced by this compres-
sion of the powder at very high compacting pressures has . 
been observed. 
4. Sauerwald maintains that recrrstallization processes can 
take place in sintered metals without previous work harden-
ing or plastic deformation. This assumption would indicate 
a principal difference in sintered and reguline metals. 
According to him, recrystallization and grain growth pro-
cesses can not take place in reguline metal without any 
previous work hardening due to the inter granular impuri-
ties which prevent the exchange of atoms between the neigh-
bouring grains. 
5. In his later papers Sauerwald distinguishes between dif-
13 
ferent ranges of compacting pressures. At low pressures only 
elastic deformation taken place At medium pressures plastic 
deformation takes place but is limited only to surface irregul-
arities. At high compacting pressures local plastic deformation 
takes place. According to him recrystallization effects caused 
by the local deformation are negligible. 
6. Because the sintering temperature is greater than recrystal-
lization temperature, according to him recrystallization 
mechanism is not effected by recovery from cold work as 
in reguline metals. 
7. In his latest publications, however, Sauerwald is com-
pelled to admit that in some instances, recrystallization 
due to recovery from cold work becomes predominant and one 
may anticipate spontaneous grain growth. But such instances 
are limited only to extremely high pressures. 
From the results of Smithells25, Pittkin and Avery, who 
published measurements of dimensional changes and of changes 
of the watt-temperature relationship during the sintering of 
tungsten, it was concluded that grain growth begins at 1227° 
C with compacts pressed at 8 t.s.i. and 927° C with pressures 
of 32 t.s.i. which was in direct opposition to the results of 
Sauerwald. Micrographs presented by them did not permit final 
conclusions to the question whether the changes observed at 
lower temperature were manifestations of grain growth or of 
other phenomenon taking place during sintering. 
That the recrystallization takes place during the early stages 
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of sintering was established by the work of Trzebiatowski, 
who followed the sintering of f~ne gold and copper powders 
by measuring x-ray diffraction, hardness and electrical con-
ductivity. The work was carried out at extremely high pres-
sures, 200 t.s.i. 
His results show work hardening and subsequent recrystal-
lization at lower temperatures not indicated by metallographic 
changes. High hardness values were obtained because of severe 
work hardening. According to him it i~ necessary to take in-
to account the work hardening during compaction and subsequent 
recrystallization in the ranges of pressure usually encount-
red. 
Debye Scherrer diagrams using a copper target, taken with 
the x-ray beam perpendicular to the pressing direction show 
the following: 
The characteristic of cold deformation in the radiogram 
decreases continuously from about 200° C on to a higher tem-
perature followed by the splitting up of the doublet at 400° 
C. In contrast to the work of F Sauerwald a hardness decrease 
of 100 Br was noticed between 300°-600° C and at the same time 
the x-ray diffraction picture indicated cold deformation and 
corresponding grain growth. 
Back reflection pictures of the pressed specimens taken 
(1) perpendicular to pressing direction 
(2) parallel to pressing direction 
indicate no accumulation of crystallites along def~nite 
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crystallographic axes. According to him there is severe work 
hardening indicated by the diffusion of the lines, but the 
work hardening in the direction of pressing is greater than 
the work hardening in t e perpendicular direction. From his 
picture no texture was observed. 
The vJork of Schlecht, Schubard and Du.f'tschmid25, the work 
of' Grube, Schlecht and Dawihl25 conf'irm results of' Tr~zebiatowski 
for lower pressures. 
So it is generally considered necessary to take into ac-
count work hardening during compaction and subsequent recryst-
allization not only at high compacting pressures but also at 
the range of' pressures usually encountered in powder metal-
lurgical practices. 
No further x-ray diffraction work was done except a small 
amount of' work done by Norton25. The article is unpublished 
f'or no conclusion was reached. He tried to find out the er-
f'ect o£ vwork hardening on the recrystallization and grain 
growth processes in sintering. The specimens studied were 
pole pieces compacted from pure iron powders. X-ray diffraction 
pictures were taken by back reflection techniques. 
Green compact: Broader lines o£ the picture obtained f'or 
the thin section indicated a larger amount of cold working 
than in ti1e thick section. 
Sintering: has resulted in recrystallization and grain 
growth which are most pronounced in the thin section that has 
received the greatest amount of cold work. 
During repressing the thick sections are worked more 
16 
than thin ones and the annealing treatment has resulted in 
relief of stress but has not caused recrystallization, the 
stress relief being more complete in the thin than in the 
thick ones. 
An xray di£fraction study (Mueller A.N.L.) 28 Sanderson 
(H.A.P.P.) of the preferred orientation in hot pressed urani-
um compacts indicat-ed that there appeared to be very little 
orientation. 
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DISCU~SION OF 'rHE Pa . .8VIOU~ V~'ORK 
The work by Trzebiatowski has been done at very high 
pressures, greater than two hundred tons per square inch. 
Such high pressures are rarely encountered during powder 
metallurgical processes. 
His results simply show that i£ there is severe work 
hardening, the recrystallization processes during sintering 
will be accompanied with recovery £rom cold work. At very 
low compacting pressures, he assumed that no recrystalliza-
tion and grain growth processes take place, where there is 
no work hardening. 
The work o£ other workers confirm the results of Trzeb-
iatowski £or lower pressures. One thing that should be noted 
in connection with this, is that the extent to which the work 
hardening takes place depends upon the characteristics and 
nature of the powder. The pressure at which work was carried 
was enough to cause work hardening in the typical powders 
chosen by them. No work was done at lower pressures. 
Sauerwald has indicated that no doubt at extremely high 
pressures, some work hardening takes place but it is limited 
only to surface irregularities and recrystallization caused 
by them is negligible. Recrystallization during sintering is 
not accompanied by recovery from cold work. This seems to be 
wrong for the existence of work hardening and recovery from 
cold work during the early stages of sintering has been con-
18 
firmed by ·Tc. zebia \:,owski 9nd other l.Arorkers. 
Whether recrystallization and grain growth r·rocesses can 
take place without any previous work hardening in metal powder 
compacts during sintering or it is an essential requirement 
£or the processes to take place as in reguline metals, is 
unanswered. The experiments of Sauerwald29 ~nd Holub indic~te 
only this possibility. According to Burgers3° the available 
experimental material does not permit a definite conclusion. 
Balshein25 is also in favor of Sauerwald that the be-
haviour of green compacts during sintering is different from 
reguline metals and recrystallization processes may take place 
without previous work hardeningo But he does not seem to be 
satisfied with the reasons given by Saue~ald. Balshein main-
tains that the absence of such films would be bound to lower 
the temperature of beginning or grain growth rather than 
raise it. 
~ccording to Balshei~5the principal differences between 
rei>ruline and sintered metals are the relative "'•,;eaknesses of 
the adhesive forces between particles in the case of powder 
compacts and the presence of pores between these particles. 
The strong bonds between grains of cast metals, ~s well ~s 
the low degree of porosity oppose any change of structure 
except the growth of one at the expense of another. In com-
pacts on the other hand bonds are more readily broken and 
pores permit an expansion which is not at the expense of the 
neighbouring particles. Thus recrystallization in compacts 
may easily manifest itsel.f in .forms other than grain growth. 
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The work carried out by Sanderson and Mueller28 shows some 
preferred orientation in hot ~ressed uranium compacts. It 
can be easily-concluded that there should be the possibility 
of more orientation in the compacts when cold pressed. 
The two pictures pres.ented by Trzebiatowski contradict 
the formation o£ any one of the textures. A pressed texture 
would be expected with the parallel position characteristic 
of face centered metals of (110) direction to the pressure 
axis. the absence of the same indicates the peculiarity of 
the formation of the pressed metal powders. According to 
him metal powder in the matrix has little opportunity to 
flow since the matrix walls perpendicular to the press direc-
tion hinders the out £low and the metal powder with stands 
equal pressures from all sides. 
The pictures presented by him indicate that work harden-
ing in the parallel direction and perpendicular direction is 
different. This is in direct opposition to his explanation 
that during compacting the pressure is equal on all sides. 
The above fact may be accidently true in the case of 
copper. By only two pictures presented by Trzebiatowski the 
fact that no texture should be observed can not be established. 
The existance of preferred orientation in hot pressed uranium 
powder indicates the need of repeating the experiments in the 
case of various other types of powder, because the properties 
seem to differ with the nature of the powd,f. A let-er to 
Dr. Eppelsh~~aer £~om Iort~a ... ~aa . iDdic~t,ed that no further 
work was carried ' ou~ DY :.Ja:lla amt ' -th• work bas been left with..: 
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out any definite conclusion. Very little difference has been 
seen between his pictures of thick and thin sections. 
Whether the recrystallization processes during sintering 
obey the same laws as in reguline metal or is different is 
not clear to the metallurgist. The role o£ work hardening 
during the process is not answered, and there seems to be a 
need o£ thorough investigation in this direction. 
It is thought that work carried out £or face centered 
metals may solve the question o£ Sauerwald because in these 
cases there should be no work hardening at lower pressures. 
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E.XPERII'v'iENTAL I"-'HOCEDURE i\ND RESULTS 
Compacting and Sintering 
Compacting procedure: The purpose o£ the compacting 
process is the pressing of metal powders to green compacts 
.with suf£icient coherence to permit trans£er to the sintering 
furnace and with characteristics insuring satis£actory per-
formance during sintering as well as the desired properties 
of the final sintered product. 
The powders were compacted by single action (by compression 
from one side only). The rate o£ pressing has been kept low 
(10,000 lbs/minute) because o£ the £ollowing reasons. A 





reduces the friction losses 
increases the uniformity .of the pressure distribution 
. ' 
increases the uniformity o£ the density throughout 
the,compact. 
1. Single action die. ·The single action round die is 






· 3.0625 inch 
. 1.0750 inch 
1.0.320 inch 
1.-015 inch 
The pressing operation consists o£ tbe following step: 
(:1) The die cavity is f'illea. with powder. 
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(2) Upper punch is lowered until it contacts the Flunger 
fitting in the die. 
(3) Upper punch advances further and compresses the 
powder. 
(4) The maximum pressure is reached and held for one 
minute. 
(5) Compression is finished and upper punch withdrawn. 
(6) Bottom cover is removed and is kept in inverted 
position with rim at the top, pressed lightly and 
sample is removed from top. 
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EQUIPivlENT FOR PRESSING 
FIC, NO U) 
Tinus oslen testing machine 
capacity 300,000 ibs 
~inimum rate o£ application o£ load = 30,900 ibs/minute. 
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Sintering: The main f'Uri_)Ose of the sintering process of 
powder metallurgy is the transformation of the "green" compact 
consisting of individual particles to a mass in which the 
particles have lost their identity, and recrystallization and 
grain growth have taken place across the .former particle bound-
aries. 
The conditions which should be controlled during the sinter-
ing operation are: 
{1) Sintering atmosphere 




~~ximum temperature of sintering 
Time period.kept 
The rate of cooling 
The purpose of the atmosphere control during sintering 
is as :follows: 
(1) It must prevent undesired reactions such as 
oxidation, carburisation and decarburisation. 
{2) It must perform de~ired reactions such as red-
uction of oxides and removal or replacement 
o£ adsorbed gasses. 
To achieve the first of these objectives, the atmosphere 
must be free of certain components such as oxygen moisture, 
so 2 and H2S• The second objective on the other hand requires 
the ~resence of certain generally reducing components such 
as H2 or CO. 
!urnace for Sintering 
Electric multiple unit furnace - Blectric resistance 
furnace with automatic temperature control 
Volt - 230 
vJatts - 3600 
Maximum - 1850° F 
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Use o£ Cast Iron Box: · It was used for sintering the 
specimen. The specimen was covered with graphite powder and 
the box was sealed with cement so that a reducing atmosphere 
was produced inside the box. 
Density Determination: Diameter and thickness of the 
compacts were measured by a micrometer screw gauge. Volume 
was calculated by multiplying the area of the compact with 

















Volume of the compact 











Load in tons 
per sguare inch 
tons per square inch 
11.5 tons per square inch 
15 tons per square inch 
20 tons per square inch 









\"!EIGHT OF THE POWDER = 25 Gl"l {BEFORE COlviP ACTING) 
No. ·Load Density gm/cc 
1 8 tons per square inch 5.21· gm/cc 
2 15 tons per square inch 6.105 gm/cc 
3 20 tons per square inch 6.58 gm/cc 
4 25 tons per sq~are inch 6.95 gm/cc 
5 30 tons per square inch 7.08 gm/cc 




WEIGHT OF rrHE POVJ.DER - 20 G1Vl {BEFORE COl~t1PACTING) 
No. Load in tons Densiti in .gm 
per ·:sguare inch per c.c. 
1 g tons per sq. inch 4.82 gm/cc 
2 1?.5 tons per sq. inch 5.22 gm/cc 
3 21.0 tons per sq. inch 5.27 gm/cc 
4 26.5 tons per sq. inch 5.69 gm/cc 
5 '5D~-·~) :ro. ·~ per sq. inch5.91 gm/cc 
Results: Tables 1, 2 and 3 indicate how densities o£ 
the green compacts o£ aluminum, copper and nickel vary with 
the increasing compacting pressures, respectively. In all 
the three cases, density goes on increasing with increas-
ing pressure. The rate o£ increase o£ density per unit in-
crease o£ pressure goes on decreasing as we go to higher 
and higher pressures. 
F HOTOMI C.HOGHA~--H OF THE PO>~DERS 
FIGURE ( ,iii 
NICKEL f'OWDEH 
~~GNIFICATION 50X 
FIGURE { j_j_ il} \ 
COPPER POvlDER 
MAGNIFICATION 50X 
FIGURE ( iv) 
A.LUl"1INUlVi POWDER 
iviAGNili"'I CATION 50X 
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X-ray Diffraction Technigue: The basic scheme of the 
back reflection method is illustrated in Figure (v). A beam 
of xradiations limited by a sui'table pin hol.e system, passes 
perpendicularly through a hole in the photographic film, 
strikes the poly crystals and is diffracted back' to the film, 
each important atomic plane selecting the correct value of 
-~ to give a diffraction spot accordin~ to the fundamental equa-
tion:'l I\ : 2d sin Q. The back refleGting angleZ.~ is equal to 
(~80-26· ). A copper target was used throughout the investigation. 
Voltage -- 40 K.V. Milliampere --. 15 M.A. 
~ 2f Filter: Precautions must be taken to filter as 
much as possible of thefl~.~~~tradiations emitted by the 
c rystal6. " In this investigation~ O.OlO Al was kept in contact 
with the film. A Ni filter was used at the window to filter 
the CuK~radia~~ons, and specimen to film distance was kept 
1.25" in each case. Kodak xray .film (no screen) was used £o~ 
this purpose~ 
FIGURE NO. V 
XRAY DIFFRACTION EQUIPMENT 
SHQ'I:_qiNG THE ARRANGEI'viEN'r OF 
THE CAlVIERA AND SPECIMEN 
TYPE OF XRAY DIFFRACTION MACHINE 
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NORELCO XRAY DIFFRACTION UNIT 
MANUFACTURE * NORTH Al\llERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC. 
TYPE OF CAMERA - PHILIPS BACK REFLECTION 




20 TON.3 PER SQUARE INCH 
(XRAY BEAivi PARALLEL TO THE DIRECTION OF PRESSING) 
EXPOSURE TIME 4i HOURS 
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FIGURE 2 
ALUMINUM COlVIPACTED AT 20 TONS PER SQUAR3 INCH 
(XRAY BEANl PARALLEL TO THE DIRECTION OF PRES3ING) 
EXPOSURE TI111lE 4 HOURS 
FIGURE 3 
ALUl~'liNUM COivlPAC'rED AT .11-'~~~T.O ·NS_: PER SQUARE INCH 
(XRAY BEAIJi PARALLEL TO :rHE DIRECTION OF PRESSING) 
EXPOSURE TIIVIE 4 HOURS 
FIGURE N 0. 4 
ALU!~INUM COMPACTED 
AT 4 TONS PER SQUARE INCH 
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(XRAY BEAivl F ARALLEL TO THE DIRECTION OJ? PRESSING 
EXPOSURE tiME 4 HOURS 
FIGURE 5 
ALU!viiNUM COIII!PACTED AT 20 'rONS PER S (~UARE INCH 
SINTERED AT 900° F FOR 30 H~URS 
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FIGURE NO. 6 
ALUMINUM COMPACTED AT lJ •'S"1TO~S PER SQ. INCH 
SINTERED AT 900° F FOR 30 HOURS 
FIGURE NO. 7 
AL COIViFACTE:D AT 4 TONS PER SC~UARE INCH 
.SINTERED AT 11000 F _FOR 23 HOURS 
FIGURE NO. g 
AL COMPACTED AT 1.5 TONS PER SQUARE INCH 
3INTERED AT 9000 F FOR 30 HOURS 
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FIGUHE NO. 9 
NICKEL 
COJv(P ·\CTED AT 5V,·~$)0'"11;0:tJ S 
(XRAY BEA!Vl //~ 110 THE DIRECTION OF PRESSING 
/ .- { .i~1C_;;00URE TIIV1E 3! HOURS) 
FIGUHE NO. 10 
NICKEL 
COMPACTED AT t~q·S:!tO:NS 
{XRAY BEAlvi PERPENDICULAR -1'0 l 'I-iE DIRECTION OF PRESSING) 
EXPOSURE TIIIIiE 3! HOURS 
NICKEL 
GOMF ACTED AT ~l, T.t>)N :~S':J (EXPOSURE TIME 3~ HOURS) · 
'rHIN SECTION 
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FIGURE No: 12 
NICKEL 
CQ]:JIFACTED AT ~l: JrONS.'.j !)EH s :~UAHE INCH 
(TOP SIDE, THICKER SECTION) 
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FIGURE NO. 13 
NICKEL 
COMPACTED AT 8 TONS PER SQUARE INCH 
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(XRAY BEAiv1 PARALLEL TO THE DIRECTION OF PRESSING} 
EXPOSURE TilviE 3~ HOURS 
FIGURE NO. 14 
NICKEL 
COIVIFACTED AT 3.5't.CN.S PER SQUARE INCH 
EXPOSURE TIME 3t HOURS 
FIGURE NO .15 
NICKEL. 
COMPAC'rED AT 50;5J7fON>S 
AND SINTERED AT 18000 F FOR 3~ HOURS 
FIGURE NO. 16 
COI'JlPACTED AT 8 TONS PER SQUARE INCH 
SINTERED AT 1800° F FOR 3~ HOURS 
4.2 
FIGURE NO. 17 
, NICKEL 
COllllP AC'rED A'r 3. 5 TONS PER Si.~UARE INCH 
SINTERED AT 1800° F FOR 13~ HOURS 
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FIGURE NO. 18 1 .f ' 
COPPER 
COMPACTED AT ~ ,-oQ~ St'3Z PER SQUAR~ INCH 
' ~TOP SIDE 
(XRAY BEAI~1 PARALLEL TO THE DIRECTION OF PRESSING) 
EXFOSURS TIME 3~ HOURS 
(XRAY 
FIGURE NO. 19 · 
COPPER 
COM~ACTED AT ~7,1](111)f'l.SS: PER SQUARE INCH 
TOP SIDE 
BEAM PERPENDICULAR . TO THE DIRECrriON OF PRESSING) 
EXPO SUa.!: TIM.E 3 i -HOURS 
FIGURE NO. 20 
COPPER 
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COMPACTED AT l5,TONS!.'.~,; PER SQUA.RE INCH 
(XRAY BEA1"1 PARALLEL ·ro THE DIREC:riOlf OF PRESSING) 
EXPOSURE TIME 3~ HOURS 
FIGURE NO.· 21 · ·t! r 
COPPER 
COMPACTED Jt~~}:_<:fQJ~.;S PER SQUARE INCH 
TOP SIDE 
THICKER SECTION 
FIGURE NO. 22 
COPPER 
CQIJiPACrrED AT J-5 ,"li·.ON.St~ • 
BOTTQlvi SIDE, ( rrHICKER 3EC'riON) 
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• 
FIGURE NO. 23 
COPPER 
COMPACTED AT 8 TONS PER SQUARE INCH 
(XRAY BEA!v'l PARALLEL TO THE DIREC.TION OF PRESSING) 
EXPOSURE TIME 3~ HOURS 
FIGURE NO... 24 
COPPER 
COIVIPACTED AT 4 TONS PER SQUARE INCH 
(XRAY BEAlVl PARALLEL ·ro r HE DIRECTION OF PRESSING) 
EXPOSURE TIME 3i HOURS 
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FIGURE NO. 25 
· coPPER 
CO~WACTED A~ 1.5 TONS PER S~UARE INCH 
(XRAY BEAl~'l PARALLEL TO THE DIRECTION OF P RES3ING) 
EXPOSURE rriME 3~ HOURS 
Ji.,IGURE NO. 26 
COPPER 
CONIPACTED AT 8 TONS PER SQUAHE INCH 
SINTERED A'r 1700° F FOR li HOURS 
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• 
FIGURE NO. '27 
COP FER 
COMPACTED AT 4 TONS PER S~UARE INCH 
SINTERED AT 17000 F FOR 1~ HOURS 
FIGURE NO. 28 
COPPER 
COM~PACTED AT 4. TONS PER SQUARE INCH 
SIN~rERED AT 17000F 'FOR 1~ HOURS 
RESINTERED ~T IS00° F FOR 8 HOURS 
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FIGURE NO. 29 
COPPER 
COlViPACTED AT 1.5 TDNS PER S~UARE INCH 
SINTERED AT 1S00° F FOR 8 HOURS 
FIGURE NO. 30 
COPPER 
COMPACTED AT 35 TONSPER S~UARE INCH 
SINTERED AT 1700° F FOR 1~ HOURS, 
REPRESSED AT 30 TONS PER SQUARE INCH 
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TABLE NO. 4 
Results o£ Xray Dif£raction Analysis 
Indexing o~ the lines appearing on the picture. 
Copper (calculated from picture of 1.5 tons per square inch, 
measured only Cu~, CuKd2 was faint and was not measured) 




















'rABLE NO. 5 
Lattice parameter a e 3.6153 A0 
Wavelength : 1.54050 A0 Distance : 3.18 em 
Tan ~ : 3.15/3.18 
2~ I Q Log sin e 2Lo~ (h .j.k t12) 
- 2 log 
2a sin e 
44° 49' 22° 24' 30" 67° 35' 30" !..9659 1.2747 









IN C.'M · 
TABLE NO. 6 
NICKEL 
Calculated From Picture of 3.5 Tons Per Square Inch 
Data: Lattice Parameter 3.5238 A0 
Wavelength Used 1.54050 A0 Distance = 3.18 em 
Tan 2~ 2~ g Log sin Q Log(h~kf12) 
c:. 2 Log 




Outside 0.6685 33° 46 1 16° 53' 7J 0 71 0" rn·.9sos 1.2824 t331) 
2.12 




TABLE NO. 7 
ALUiViiNUM 
Lattice Parameter a : 4.0490 A0 
0 . Wavelength = 1.54050 A Distance : 3.18 em 
Ring Radius Tan 2~ ~ Q Log (h2,l~~,il Indices Outside sin Q 
IN c""". : 2 log 2a sin Q 
" 
2.81 0.8863 20° 46' 30" 69° 13' 30" T.9704 1.3608 (422) 
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Line Broadening vs Compacting pressures 
TABLE NO. g 
COPPER 
No, ~ Ring or Plane Thickness Mean Descrittion Conclusion 




1. 37 tons per square inch {3,31} 0.19 0.18 0.19 Diffuse - Strong work 
some split- hardening 
ting 
2. 15 tons per square inch " 0.07 0.07 0.07 Some splitting Little work of the lines hardening 
). g tons per square inch rr 0.06 0.06 0.06 
4. 4 tons per square inch n 0.06 0.05 0.05 Splitting No work 
5. 1.5 tons per square inch " 0.03 0.03 0.03 clear Hardening 
1. 37 tons per square inch (4,20} 0.22 0.18 0.20 Diffuse S.trong work 
hardening 
2. 17.5 tons per square inch n 0.14 0.15 0.14 
3. 8 tons per square inch n 0.10 0.09 0.09 Some split- Little work 
4. 4 tons per square inch n 0.07 0.07 0.07 ting of the hardening lines 
5 • 1.5 tons per square inch " 0.03 0.03 0.03 Very sharp No work lines {split- hardening 
ting clear) 
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Line Broadening vs Compacting pressures 
TABLE NO. 9 
NICKEL 
No. Load R~lg 2.!: Thickness ~ Description Conclusion 




1. 30.5 tons per square inch (3,31) 0.13 0.14 0.13 Diffuse Strong work 
hardening 
2. 21 tons per square inch " 0.11 0.10 0.12 
3. 8 tons per square inch " 0.04 0.04 0.04 Splitting No work 
4. 3.5 tons per square inch n 0.04 0.04 0.04 very clear hardening 
1. 30.5 tons per square inch ( 4, 20) 0.17 0.19 0.18 
Diffuse Strong work 
2. 21 tons per square inch " 0.17 0.17 0.17 hardening 
J. 8 tons per square inch rr 0.04 0.05 0.04 Splitting No work 
very clear hardening 
4. 3.5 tons per square inch n 0.04 0.04 0.04 
DISGUSSION· __ OF RESUlTS-
Figures 2, 3, and 4 indicate the xray di££raction pat-
terns o£ the green compacts o£ aluminum compacted by single 
action at 20 tons per square inch, 11.5 tons per square inch, 
and 4 tons per square inch, respectively. No preferred orien-
tation is observed which shows the peculiarity o£ the metal 
powder-compacts during compacting. Normally, a forged test-
ure characteristic o£ £ace centered metals is expected. The 
non-existence of any texture indicates that the powders be-
have differently during compacting, as compared to reguline , .. 
metals. The same £acts are confirmed by xray diffraction 
patterns taken in the case of copper and nickel £or green com-
pacts. Very high pressures for compacting, up to as high 
as 37 tons per square inch, have been used in these cases, 
but still not texture was observed. 
Some preferred orientation has been seen by Saunderson28 
in hot pressed uranium compacts. Trzebiatowski has, however, 
reported no texture in his experiments on copper. As in 
none of these four powders used for investigation any tex-
ture was observed, the £act can be established that in ~owder 
metal compacts during compacting, no texture should be ob-
served. The texture observed in case of uranium compacts 
may be due to some special property of uranium different 
from other metals. 
It is interesting to note that very sharp lines with 
complete resolution of the doublet have been obtained on the 
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xray diffraction patterns. Pictures obtained at all these 
pressures are· similar. As there is no broadening of the lines 
·in the patterns, it can be easily said that there is no work 
hardening at all in the case of aluminum up to 20 tons per 
square inch (maximum pressure that could be possible, extru-
sion has taken place in the compact). 
Xray diffraction patterns ~ndicate that there is strong 
work hardening in Cu compacted at 37 tons per square inch 
and nickel at 30.5 tons persquare inch. The lines are very 
diffuse and have broadened. Table No. 8 and No. 9 indicate 
the line broadening of (3,3,1) and (4, 2, 0) at different com-
pacting pressures for copper and nickel, respectively. It 
clearly shows that the line broadening goes on decreasing 
with decreasing pressure. In the case of nickel compacts, 
xray diffraction patterns indicate no work hardening when 
compacted at 8 tons or below. Figures 13 and 14 indicate 
the xray diffraction patterns of compacts of nickel pressed 
at 8 tons and 3.5 tons per square inch, respectively. Very 
thin and sharp lines have been obtained with complete reso-
lution of the doublet. In the case of copper, no work hard-
ening effect is observed when compacted at below 4 tons per 
square inch. 
Trzebiatowski has given an explanation for non-existence 
of texture in compacts. According to him, the walls prevent 
the flow and powders seem to exert pressures equally on all sides. 
A difference has been observed by him in the pictures taken for 
the compacts with the xray beam parallel and perpendicular to 
the direction of pressing. This is just in direct oppositiontD 
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his explanation. 
No dif£erence in the xray diffraction patterns was ob-
tained in the case of copper or nickel when taken with the 
xray beam ·parallel to the direction of pressing and perpen-
dicular. 
·.rrtzebiatowski 's work at very high compacting pressures 
shows tnat the recrystallization and grain growth processes 
are always accompanied with recovery £rom cold work, and 
processes are the same as in reguline metals. For lower pres-
sures, where there is no work hardening, he assumes that no 
recrystallization processes should take place. Sauerwald's 
experiment25, however, has indicated the possibility that 
recrystallization and grain growth can take place during 
sintering without previous work hardening. Xray di££raction 
patterns of sintered compacts of Al indicate that recrystalli-
zation and grain growth h~ve taken place in all the cases, 
even in the compacts ~ressed at 1.5 tons. Xray di£fraction 
patterns of green compacts have not indicated any work hard-
ening. This indicates the peculiar behavior of powder metal 
compacts during sintering and shows that the processes can 
take place in these cases without any work hardening. 
The same effects are confirmed also in the case of copper 
and nickel. Recrystallization and grain growth have taken 
place in all three cases in (i) compacted at 35 tons {ii) 
compacted at 8 tons (iii) compacted at 3.5 tons. Xray dif'-
fraction patterns of' the green compacts have not indicated any 
work hardening in (ii) and (iii). The recrystallization and 
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grain growth is more pronounced in the compacts compacted 
at 35 tons where there is strong work hardening. 'rhe .fact 
should be noted that though sintering time is only 3~ hours 
I 
in the £irst two cases, it is 13~ hours in the third case. 
- . 
In this investigation, a very small di££erence in the 
patterns o£ thick and thin sections was obtained £or the same 
compacting pres~ures. 
The £act that the work hardening e£.fects the rate o.f 
recrystallization and grain growth processes during sinter-
ing in the same way as in reguline metals is also established 
by comparing the patterns o_.f sintered compacts o.f Cu ( i) 
compacted at 8 tons per square inch and sintered .for 1~ hours 
at 1700° F and (ii) compacted at 4 tons per square inch and 
sintered at 1700° F .for li hours. In case (i) recrystalli-
zation and grain growth have taken place, and the process seems 
to be complete, while in case (ii) it has just started, and is 
complete only when resintered at 1800° F f'or 8 hours. So, 
longer sintering time and higher temperatures are needed .for 
the processes to take place at lower compacting pressures. 
In the case o.f (iii) o.f Cu compacts, compacted at 1.5 tons 
and sintered at 1800° F .for 8 hours, also the recrystalli-
zation and grain growth have taken place. But in case (ii) 
and (iii) discontinuous grain growth has taken place and .final 
grain size is coarser than case i. As already indicated xray 
di£fraction patterns o£ green compacts have not indicated 
any work hardening. 
Innerring (420) of the xray diffraction pattern for nickel 
co~acte compacted at 4 tons· per square inch seems to be a bit 
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broader than the line (420) o:f the xray dif':fraction pattern 
:for the compact compacted at 8 tons per square inch. This 
may be due to the small variations in pressing rate, or dis-
tance. Small variations in the broadening have been neglected 
throughout the investigation. 
It ±s now necessary to explain how in compacts, during 
sintering, recrystallization and grain growth processes can 
take place without any work hardening when this is not pos-
s-ible in reguline metals. The same explanation as gi veri by 
Schwarzkopf', with some modification, can be given. 
Recrystallization of reguline metals is brought about by 
instability in the la .. ttice arrangement produced by cold work-
ing. Similar instabilities produced in other ways, might 
bring similar recrystallization e££ects. During sintering 
contact areas o£ different orientation will represent areas 
of instability. In the case o£ solidif'ied metals, the boun-
dries between grains have been produced at the temperature 
o:f solidification and are, therefore, stable at this or any 
lower temperature. In compacts, instability resulting :from 
the contact between differently oriented crystallites, will 
induce recrystalization. The higher pressure, or work hard-
ening will distort the lattice or increase the instability. 
So the rate of the process is effected by the previous work 
hardening as in the reguline metals. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
I. No texture was observed in green metal powder compacts 
compacted by single action pressing. 
II. There was no work hardening in the case of aluminum up 
to 20 tons per square inch. Strong work hardening took 
place in nickel and copper at high pressures. No work 
hardening was observed in nickel below 8 tons per square 
inch. 
III. Recrystallization and grain growth during sintering can 
take place without any previous work hardening. 
IV. Any previous work hardening effects the rate of recrysal-
lization, grain growth processes and final grain size. 
There is tendency in the compacts compacted at high pres-
sures to have more continuous grain growth during sinter-
ing. 
V. Longer sintering time and higher temperatures are needed 
for recrystallization and grain growth processes to take 
place at lower compacting pressures. 
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A diffusion of the lines on the x-ray diffraction spect-
rum of a metal may be produced by the presence either of a 
very fine grained structure or of lattice distortion. 
The first effect appears when the grain size is about 
10-4 em and "dl k d th t t b grows .• rapl. y more mar e as e s rue ure e-
comes still finer. 
The second effect accompanies any permanent derangement 
of the atomic formation in the grains induced by excessive 
stresses. As the metal is worked the distortion of the lat-
tice rapidly grows to a maximum characteristic of that metal. 
This maximum·will be referred to as the distortion limit. 
There is a limit therefore to the diffusion of a diffraction 
line as a result of cold working of a metal. 
Any increase in the diffusion of the lines with the in-
crease of amount of cold work isdue to lattice distortion. 
Any excess of breadth over the known distortion limit gives 
the contribution due to grain size. 
The diffusion of the lines 27 on the x-ray diffraction 
pattern indicates the strong amount of cold deformation. 
After annealing at a temperature much below the sintering tem-
perature, very shar~ lines have been obtained indicating that 
broadening·was due to lattice distortion, and there is very 
little contribution due to grain size. The hardeness decrese 
of 100 Brinell also confirmed the same effect. 
67h 
The work of Schlecht, Schubard, and Duftschmid, the work 
of Grube, Schlecht and Dawihl confirm results of Trzebiatowski 
for lower .pressures. 
There will be more and more lattice distortion due to 
increase of o{ compacting pr~ssu~es, and the increase in the 
line ·broadening is due to lattice distortion. Very little 
fragmentation can occur because that can occur only, if the 
stresses are high enough and equal .to fracture stress. This 
high stress is sufficient to cause much distortion in the 
lattic~. So at very high pressures only there may be some 
contribution due to grain size. 
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